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COMMENTARY
According to estimates from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, more than
25 million Americans > 20 years of age have diabetes, and approximately 35% of all US
adults have prediabetes.1 It is well known that uncontrolled diabetes is linked to
microvascular and macrovascular disease; however, those risks can be reduced if
glycemic control is maintained. Recent advancements in research and development for
diabetes management have added new medication classes and medical technology;
despite these advances, however, most patients with diabetes are not at their
recommended treatment goals.2

As Dr. Mathioudakis noted in his eDiabetes Review newsletter issue (Volume 1, Issue 1),
clinical inertia has been identified as a key contributor to suboptimal diabetes control.
Other major obstacles include the competing clinical demands during time-limited office
visits and finding resources to develop and implement efficient workflow protocols into
practice.3 Since the majority of diabetes patients in the US are treated in the fast-paced
primary care setting, it is important that clinicians develop strategies to more effectively
use all available tools and therapies to improve the management of type 2 diabetes
mellitus (T2DM). One such tool is the use of structured self-monitoring of blood glucose
(SMBG), providing a systematic approach to glucose monitoring that reveals glycemic
patterns.
SMBG is widely recognized and recommended as a core component of diabetes
management.4 Although there is evidence that SMBG improves HbA1c in T2DM, many
still question its usefulness in long-term control. The evidence presented in this issue's
reviews demonstrate that the use of structured SMBG can improve diabetes management
and adherence to lifestyle modifications and encourage clinicians to treat hyperglycemia
earlier, more frequently, and more efficiently. Hemoglobin A1c is the gold standard for
monitoring glycemic control, but it does not measure the day-to-day and intraday variability
in glucose levels. There is evidence that glycemic variability independently increases the
risk for endothelial dysfunction, cognitive impairment, vascular complications, and
mortality.5 Glycemic variability can be identified through SMBG, making it an important
adjunct to HbA1C in determining glycemic control. SMBG can distinguish among fasting,
preprandial and postprandial hyperglycemia; detect glycemic excursions; identify
hypoglycemia; and provide immediate feedback to patients and providers about the effects
food choices, activity, and medication have on control.6
The evidence presented in the literature shows that it is important that providers treating
T2DM understand the value of structured SMBG, personalize the approach, and use the
data to interact and embed SMBG into each patient's diabetes management plan. The
importance of this personalized approach cannot be over-emphasized when discussing
glucose targets. The study by Wei et al establishes glucose targets for HbA1c ranges by
reviewing empirical data. Their research found that our current recommendation of a
fasting glucose goal of 90-130 mg/dl often pushes patients too low and increases the risk
of hypoglycemia. The evidence presented in this paper is important for clinicians to review
because it questions our current recommendations and gives patients realistic and
individualized HbA1c target goals.
Once the glucose targets are established and the SMBG data is collected, it is useful for
the clinician to be able to view the information in a way that can help identify trends to
better inform therapeutic decision-making. There are numerous glucometers available on
the market today and many of the companies provide software to download SMBG data. A
member of the office staff can easily be trained to quickly download the information and
include it in the patient's chart. This can be very helpful to the clinician during the timelimited office visits and can also serve as a teaching tool for both clinicians and patients. At
our Diabetes Center, we ask every patient to bring their glucometer to each visit and
download it whenever possible. It is a tool that I find invaluable to the management of my
patients.
It is important to note that not all glucometers can download data and not all glucometers
are equally accurate, as noted in the article by Brazg et al. While the patient's choice of
glucometer is often based on provider recommendation, insurance formulary, or other
financial considerations, it is important that providers know the quality of the glucometers
their patients are using. Further, if the data cannot be downloaded, the clinician should try
to have a plan with patients to present the SMBG data in a way that it can be quickly
analyzed for trends.
Once trends are identified, it is important that providers use this information to guide
treatment. The use of decision-support tools (DST) was examined by Rodbard et al. That
study found that although DST can help clinicians identify glycemic abnormalities and
make appropriate therapeutic decisions to address patterns, even with the increased use
of DST the appropriate treatment decision was not always carried out. This finding
underscores the need for additional development in DST to help guide the busy clinician. It

should also be noted that the DST used in the Rodbard et al study was developed
specifically for that study and, to my knowledge, is not available for use in the clinical
setting.
As a diabetes nurse practitioner and clinical diabetes educator at the Johns Hopkins
Diabetes Center, I see patients with type 2 diabetes daily, ranging from the well-controlled
to the patient with highly complex, uncontrolled diabetes. Each patient I see is asked to
perform SMBG and provide me the data, usually by downloading the glucometer readings.
By analyzing this important information, I can make informed therapeutic decisions to more
effectively manage their diabetes. I hope the information I provide in this newsletter will
encourage all providers to incorporate SMBG into their clinical management of patients
with type 2 diabetes.
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NEW GLUCOSE TARGETS BASED ON EMPIRICAL
DATA
Wei N, Zheng H, Nathan DM. Empirically establishing blood glucose targets to achieve
HbA1c goals. Diabetes Care. 2014;37(4):1048-1051.
View journal abstract

View full article

This study by Wei et al questioned the longstanding glucose targets we have been using
for decades and discovered that the current recommendations are pushing patients too
hard to achieve lower fasting glucose levels than required. The researchers sought to
determine the average fasting, postprandial, and bedtime glucose values required to
achieve and maintain target HbA1c levels in the outpatient setting. They analyzed blood
glucose data from the hemoglobin A1c-Derived Average Glucose (ADAG) study, a
multicenter observational study that used continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) and selfmonitoring blood glucose (SMBG) testing to determine the relationship between average
glucose and HbA1c.1
The three-month ADAG study consisted of 507 nonpregnant adults with type 1 and type 2
diabetes between 18 and 70 years old with stable HbA1c values. During the 12-week
study period, HbA1c was measured monthly, and continuous glucose monitoring (CGM)
was performed at baseline and three times at four-week intervals for at least a 48-hour
period. The participants were instructed to perform eight-point SMBG (preprandial, 90 min
postprandial, bedtime, and 3 a.m.) while wearing the CGM. Wei and colleagues performed
analyses on a total of 30,108 (4,031 fasting, 12,943 before meals, 12,602 90 minutes after
a meal, and 4,563 at bedtime) blood glucose values monitored over an average of 11 days
per participant during the study. The mean fasting, premeal, postmeal, and bedtime blood

glucose (BG) for each participant was calculated, averaged in groups based on HbA1c
(5.5-6.49%, 6.5-6.99%, 7.0-7.49%, 7.5-7.99% and 8.0-8.5%), and compared between type
1 and type 2 patients with diabetes.
As expected, the study found no difference in mean fasting BG between type 1 and type 2
diabetes patients within the same HbA1c group, but patients with type 1 had higher
average pre-meal BG. The authors determined that for a patient with type 2 diabetes who
had an HbA1c goal of 6.5-6.99%, mean glucose values as detrmined by SMBG were 139
fasting, 137 premeal, 170 post-meal and 151 mg/dl at bedtime. A chart of all suggested
glucose targets for HbA1c ranges can be found in the original article.
The importance of glycemic control to ameliorate diabetes complications has been well
documented by the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) and UK Prospective
Diabetes Study (UKPDS), and there has been much effort to achieve the HbA1c targets
that proved effective in these studies. The SMBG targets for the DCCT, which are
commonly referred to in clinical practice, are 70-120 mg/dl preprandial and < 180 mg/dl
postprandial. Although the origin of these targets is unclear, it appears to be based on
expert opinion or extrapolations from regression equations comparing the means of all the
daily capillary-measured plasma glucose levels, independent of the distribution during the
day, and HbA1c.2 The findings by Wei et al demonstrated that the current SMBG targets
are not consistent with the empirical data and are more aggressive with the fasting BG
levels, whereas the postprandial BG levels are more in line with the current targets. In
addition, the authors were able to quantify the actual postprandial value for patients with
type 1 and type 2 diabetes (~ 150 mg/dl) that will result in HbA1c levels < 7%.
The current diabetes guidelines specify that treatment goals should be individualized
based on age, comorbidities, and duration of illness.2,3 Considering the safety concerns
surrounding hypoglycemia, especially in high risk patients, the current recommendations
should be reevaluated. In light of this study, reasonable blood glucose targets for patients
with type 2 diabetes aiming for an A1C between 6.5% and 6.99% might be 130-150 fasting
and 160-180 mg/dl postprandial. This study establishes realistic target BG levels, based
on empirical data, that the authors hope will be used by professional societies and
clinicians to guide individualized patient-centered care.
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RECENT STUDIES OF SMBG IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
CHALLENGING THE COCHRANE REVIEW
Schnell O, Alawi H, Battelino T, et al. Monitoring of blood glucose in type 2 diabetes:
recent studies. J Diab Sci Technol. 2013;7(2):478-488.

View journal abstract

View full article

SMBG has been recognized as a core component of diabetes management,1 based on
evidence that SMBG improves long-term control in patients with T2DM, helps prevent
complications, and increases awareness of hypoglycemia.2-6 Despite this evidence, some
authors have presented conflicting observations, citing that SMBG increases treatment
burden for patients and could lead to anxiety and self-blame.5 In January 2012, a long
awaited Cochrane database review on SMBG in patients with non-insulin-requiring T2DM
reported a "small" overall effect on glycemic control that was considered to subside after
12 months.6 This review has been criticized, as many studies, including the widely

recognized STeP study, were excluded from the analysis.7 The aim of this 2013 review by
Schnell et al was to present the results of innovative studies and publications on SMBG in
T2DM and to discuss the results in light of the Cochrane review. Schnell's review included
six new trials and six trials included in the Cochrane review, which taken together gave a
more complete picture on the effects and potentials of SMBG in T2DM.
The key trials included were:
• Structured Testing Program study (STeP)8
• St. Carlos study9
• Role of Self-Monitoring of Blood Glucose and Intensive Education in Patients with
Type 2 Diabetes Not Receiving Insulin10
• Retrospective Study Self-Monitoring of Blood Glucose and Outcome in Patients
with Type 2 Diabetes-In-Praxi Follow-Up (ROSSO-in-praxi)11
• Delivering Early Care in Diabetes Evaluation Study12
• Prospective Randomized Trial on Intensive Self-Monitoring of Blood Glucose
Management Added Value in Non-Insulin-Treated Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
Patients (PRISMA).13
All of the studies showed that structured SMBG led to either improvements in HbA1c,
lifestyle modifications, and/or improvement in identifying glycemic abnormalities.10-15
Reviews and meta-analyses included were:
• Aberdeen Health Technology Assessment Group14
• The Meta-Analysis of Individual Patent Data in Randomized Trials of SelfMonitoring of Blood Glucose in People with Non-Insulin-Treated Type 2 Diabetes15
The Aberdeen Health Technology Assessment Group, which included a review of 10 trials,
did find a statistically significant reduction in HbA1C of 0.21% in favor of SMBG. The metaanalysis, which included six trials, found a mean improvement of 0.35% in HbA1C at 12
months; although important, this was considered "not convincing for a clinically meaningful
effect."14,15
Other documents included in Schnell's review were:
• Case-Based Recommendations for Self-Monitoring of Blood Glucose;
Personalizing Treatment in Type 2 Diabetes16,17
• The Current Role of Self-Monitoring of Blood Glucose in Non-Insulin-Treated
Type 2 Diabetes18
• Addressing Schemes of Self-Monitoring of Blood Glucose in Type 2 Diabetes: A
European Perspective and Expert Recommendation. 19
The authors also reviewed guidelines by the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) for
Self-Monitoring of Blood Glucose in Non-Insulin-Treated Type 2 Diabetes, the IDF
Guidelines for the Management of Postmeal Glucose, and the ADA Position Statement
2012: Further Standards of Medical Care in Diabetes. These documents recommend
individualized care and support the use of structured SMBG monitoring with education
given to patients and providers on how to respond to the results. Further, the IDF and ADA
support the use of SMBG use in the patient with T2DM and recommend that it be
implemented into the diabetes management plan.1,20
The authors' analysis of the studies and reviews listed above found the evidence showed
that the use of SMBG demonstrated HbA1C reduction, improvement of glycemic
variability, visualization of hypoglycemic episodes, and improvements in lifestyle and
medication adherence. The key finding is that SMBG must be structured and personalized,
and both patients and clinicians should incorporate SMBG into diabetes management

plans. The authors felt that further studies on SMBG were needed in glucose meters
accuracy, development of software-based approaches to visualize glucose values, and the
use of telemedicine approaches.
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USE OF STEP STUDY SMBG TOOLS 2 YEARS LATER
(STEP PLUS)
Friedman K, Noyes J, Parkin CG. 2-year follow-up to STeP trial shows sustainability of
structured self-monitoring of blood glucose utilization: Results from the STeP practice
logistics and usability survey (STeP PLUS). Diabetes Technol Ther. 2013;15(4):344-347.
View journal abstract

View full article

The Structured Testing Program study (STeP) was one of the largest studies to show that
the use of structured SMBG positively affects both clinician and patient behaviors and
improves clinical outcomes in patients with diabetes.1 This 12-month, prospective, clusterrandomized, multicenter trial evaluated the use of structured SMBG using the Accu-Chek
360° View tool in 483 insulin-naïve patients with poorly controlled type 2 diabetes from 34
US primary care practices. The Accu-Chek 360° View tool enabled patients to record a
seven-point SMBG profile (fasting, preprandial/two hours postprandial at each meal,
bedtime) on three consecutive days, document meal size and energy levels, and comment
on their SMBG experiences. The STeP study found that patients who used structured
SMBG experienced significantly greater improvement in glycemic control and self-efficacy
in managing their disease and had less depression and diabetes-related distress.2 Not
only was this study's outcomes impactful, it was also conducted in the primary care setting
where the majority of patients with diabetes in the United States are managed.
Two years after completion of the initial STeP study, in Step PLUS, Freidman and
colleagues examined whether structured SMBG continued to be beneficial in a real-world
clinical setting by conducting a survey of the clinicians participating in the study to assess
their attitudes towards the use of Accu-Chek 360° View tool.
Fifteen of the original 21 physicians who participated in the experimental arm of the STeP
trial completed an online questionnaire and phone interview to provide further insight into
their use of and attitudes toward the tool. Thirteen (86.6%) of the physicians indicated they
were currently using the tool in their practice for patients with type 1 and type 2 diabetes
and identified the most common clinical situation for use of the tool was that patients could
benefit from assistance in problem-solving. The patients typically used the tool as a
continuing component of self-management every three or six months and after a
medication change in patients with newly diagnosed diabetes, and in those new to fixed
insulin or basal-bolus insulin therapy. All users confirmed that the tool allowed them to
make more effective medication changes and facilitate discussions with patients about the
impact of exercise and meals on glucose control; the majority also reported that it allowed
them to make medication decisions more quickly and frequently. Equally if not more
important, the majority agreed that the tool enabled them to build more collaborative
relationships with their patients, engage patients in their diabetes management, and
improve overall diabetes management and outcomes. The main challenges identified were
finding the time to train staff and patients to use the tool, convincing patients to perform
SMBG at the frequency required, and the cost of test strips for patients without insurance.
The interpretation of trends of SMBG to help guide treatment is crucial in the management
of type 2 diabetes. Although this survey had the limitations of small sample size and use of
self-reported data (which may not accurately reflect actual attitudes and behaviors), the
results from this survey and phone interview suggest that the use of structured SMBG is
beneficial and feasible in primary care.
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DECISION SUPPORT TOOLS FOR TYPE 2 DIABETES
MANAGEMENT
Rodbard HW, Schnell O, Unger J, et al. Use of an automated decision support tool
optimizes clinicians' ability to interpret and appropriately respond to structured selfmonitoring of blood glucose data. Diabetes Care. 2012;35(4):693-698.
View journal abstract

View full article

Recent studies have demonstrated that more timely therapeutic changes are initiated
when structured SMBG is combined with comprehensive clinical education on
interpretation and use.1 This finding is significant in light of the information Dr.
Mathioudakis presented in his eDiabetes Review newsletter (Vol 1; Issue 1) on clinical
inertia, particularly that it often takes the average clinician six years to initiate insulin in a
patient with uncontrolled type 2 diabetes. In this study, Rodbard and colleagues developed
an automated decision support tool that analyzes SMBG data from the Accu-Chek 360°
View blood glucose data collection tool (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, Indiana) and
generates a printed report that identifies the primary glycemic abnormality and
recommends appropriate therapeutic options. The purpose of the study was to assess the
impact of the use of decision support tool (DST) reports on the clinician's ability to correctly
interpret structured SMBG data and make appropriate therapeutic decisions.
This was a two-month, multicenter, prospective, randomized study involving 288 clinicians
(39.6% family practice physicians, 37.9% general internal medicine physicians, and 22.6%
nurse practitioners) who were randomized into four groups (each group n = 72):
a) STG: structured SMBG alone, with a data collection tool used enabled patients
to record and plot a seven-point SMBG profile for three consecutive days and
document meal sizes and energy levels;
b) DST: structured SMBG with a decision support tool that graphed and tabulated
the SMBG results to provide an automated analysis of results by identifying
glycemic patterns;
c) DVD: structured SMBG with an educational 28-minute DVD that provided
information about SMBG pattern management, with content based on the training
clinicians received in the STeP study; d) DST+DVD: structured SMBG with DST
and the educational DVD.
Each clinician analyzed 30 patient cases involving type 2 diabetes and was asked to
identify the primary abnormality and select the most appropriate therapy.
A total of 222 (77%) clinicians completed all 30 cases (n = 61 STG; n = 50 DST; n = 53
DVD; and n = 58 DST+DVD). In all cases, significantly more DST (49%), DVD (51%), and
DST+DVD (55%) clinicians correctly identified the glycemic abnormality and selected the
most appropriate therapeutic option compared with STG (33%) clinicians (all P < .0001),
with no significant difference among DST, DVD, and DST+DVD. Approximately 94% of the
clinicians in all groups believed the information provided in the data collection tool was
more accurate than data provided in conventional logbooks, and 74% felt it provided more
useful information than HbA1c data. Over 90% of the DST and DST+DVD clinicians
reported the automated support tool provided clinically useful information and enhanced
interpretation of the SMBG data, and > 95% said the DVD helped them more accurately
identify glycemic patterns presented in the data collection tool and use this data to adjust
patient medications.
SMBG is most useful when glucose data is collected in a structured pattern, accurately
interpreted, and when the information provided results in prompt therapeutic actions.
Despite the fact that use of structured SMBG was shown to enhance clinicians' ability to
correctly identify significant patterns and make therapeutic decisions to address those
patterns, many clinicians still did not accurately identify and appropriately treat the primary

glycemic abnormality. The author's findings demonstrate the need for further
improvements in clinical diabetes management with structured SMBG interventions that
provide actual clinical decision support. Addressing this gap would help address the longstanding problem of "clinical inertia" in the care of patients with type 2 diabetes.
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Many studies have demonstrated the benefit of SMBG, and the ADA has recommended its
use in managing patients with T2DM.1,2 Numerous blood glucose glucometers are
available on the market and patients often look to their providers to recommend which one
to purchase. It is important that providers make recommendations based on performance
standards and understand that all glucometers available are not necessarily equally
accurate.
The authors of this study evaluated seven SMBG systems currently on the market in the
United States, comparing them against the old International Organization for
Standardization ISO criteria (ISO 15197:2003[E]) and the new ISO criteria (ISO
15197:2013) to assess their accuracy in measuring BG levels. The study took place
September 2011 through February 2012 and compared seven SMBG systems, consisting
of glucometers and test strips. These included (1) Accu-Chek Aviva Plus (Roche
Diagnostics, Indianapolis, Indiana); (2) Advocate Redi-Code (TaiDoc Technology
Corporations, New Taipei City, Taiwan); (3) Element (Infopia Co. Ltd., Anyang, Republic of
Korea); (4) Embrace (Apex Biotechnology Corp., Hsinchu, Taiwan); (5) Prodigy Voice
(Diagnostic Devices Inc., Taipei, Taiwan); (6) TRUEbalance (Nipro Diagnostics, Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida); and (7) WaveSense Presto (AgaMatrix, Salem, New Hampshire).
The SMBG meters were tested in two groups: group 1: Accu-Chek Avvia Plus, Advocate
Redi-Code, Embrace, and TRUEbalance; and group 2: Accu-Chek Aviva Plus,
WaveSense Presto, Element, and Prodigy Voice. A total of six glucometers were used per
system (12 for Accu-Chek since it was in both groups) and three test strip lots.
• The blood samples of the study patents were collected and distributed in glucose
concentration "bins" based on the mean reference BG value of the first reference
measurement taken immediately before SMBG measurement and the second
reference taken immediately after. These bins were based on the ISO
15197:2003(E) accuracy criteria: 5% of values at < 50 mg/dl, 15% at 50-80 mg/dl,
20% at 81-120 mg/dl, 30% at 121-200 mg/dl, 15% at 201-300 mg/dl, 10% at 301400 mg/dl, and 5% at > 400 mg/dl. The finger puncture and blood sample testing
was obtained by a trained technician who performed the initial reference collection,
BG testing with all of the 24 SMBG meter system from group 1 and group 2, and
then a final reference collection was obtained. Test strips were randomly selected
and rotated every 10 subjects and more frequently when collecting extreme high
and low samples.
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Accu-Chek Aviva Plus was the only system that met the new (proposed at the time the
article was written) ISO accuracy criteria requirement with minimal lot-to-lot variation. A
hematocrit effect was seen in the Advocate Redi-Code, Embrace, TRUEbalance, Element,
and Prodigy Voice systems, with the bias being greatest at the lower (35%) and upper
(55%) range. This hematocrit effect is of great concern among elderly patients with
diabetes and chronic kidney disease, in whom accurate detection of hypoglycemia has
significant clinical implications.
In addition, this population (likely Medicare beneficiaries) is more likely to be affected by
the financial burden of costly test strips. In fact, Medicare beneficiaries are most often
directly marketed to by companies whose glucometers were not shown to meet the new
accuracy criteria. A limitation of this study is that it did not evaluate some of the other more
commonly available glucometers in clinical practice such as Bayer Contour, Freestyle
Freedom Lite, and One Touch Verio. This link to the Practice Advisory Blood Glucose
Meter Accuracy issued September 16, 2013 by the American Association of Diabetes
provides details about more glucometers available for use.
(http://www.diabeteseducator.org/export/sites/aade/_resources/
pdf/research/Practice_Advisory_BGM_FINAL.pdf)
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